Maintain men on picket duty for 18 weeks

TUC TELLS STRIKERS TO JOIN BLACKLEG UNION

A. Woodward
STRIKING MAINTENANCE WORKERS at the Enfield, North London, factory of the big metal combine of Johnathan Matthey have been told by the disputes committee of the TUC that they must return to work and join a union that has been blacklegging for 18 weeks.

The men, all members of the AEF, the engineering union, have been the first to feel the effects of the TUC's new role of 'industrial policeman'. The strikers want their union to be included in negotiations, but the management, backed by the TUC, says that the British Iron, Steel and Kindred Trades Association represents all workers in the factory.

And the TUC have gone a step further and told the strikers to leave the AEF and join BINTA.

When the strike started in June the men were given substantial backing by other workers. The JHSS, the Joint Combine Shop Stewards' Committee blacklisted Enfield material and organised a cash collection together with food from the well-organised union.

The men were quickly backed by the strike and helped with continue actions and blacking. And the local Trades Union Congress stood by the pace for help from other factory on the formation of the Enfield industrial estate.

SMASHED BINTA has kept its membership of 250 men working throughout the strike. A special task force of shop stewards has been set up to control the blacklegs and the fight has been going on for 18 long months.
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The Blacksmen is proud of the workers' achievements and their determination to smash the blacklegs.
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Redundancy: the threat to your job

GEFF CARLSSON writes the first article of an important new series. Page two

Quotations of the Week

"The international socialist offer no policies to workers in Ireland. They say that the anti-communist parties should lead the fight for civil rights."

-- Workers' Press, October 3.
**Redundancy: the threat to your job**

**COMBINE COMMITTEES: key to the fight against bosses’ offensive**

by GEOFF CARLSSON

Former chairman of the ENE joint shop stewards committee

Kem have told their republication from the official trade unions that they have built up an alternative minority in the shape of the shop stewards’ committees that have varied in strength from area to area depending on local circumstances.

The success of the work by the shop stewards’ committees is based on the fact that the committee had a majority in the shop. Only in places where the committee had a majority in the workplace and strong support from the workers could the struggle against redundancy become effective.

Although difficulties such as nationalisation and job losses may cause difficulties for the committee, the majority in the workplace and strong support from the workers can ensure that the committee is not isolated.

In some situations the old and tried methods of defence are still effective, but a complete withdrawal of labour have been made. In other cases, the committee have found that the workers were on strike, different in such circumstances.

The success of the committee is based on the fact that the committee had a majority in the shop. Only in places where the committee had a majority in the workplace and strong support from the workers could the struggle against redundancy become effective.

At the moment, the committee is working on a plan to organise a country-wide boycott of all companies that support the redundancies. The plans are being drawn up plans to ensure redundancy.

ENDORSED

The plans have been presented to the workers, endorsed by them and then some time before it was put on the redundancy list.

1. No acceptance of redundancy
2. Work sharing
3. Striking the whole week without loss of pay
4. Regular factory meetings, each day if necessary.

The basic attitude behind the plan was that working conditions which have been won must be defended and could not be taken away. The committee felt that a 10 per cent cut in the workforce would be a step in the right direction towards resisting the government’s cuts. In some cases, the area could only mean a 10 per cent cut in the workforce.

The management’s plans were announced and published in the newspapers. In some cases, the workers have stated that such plans are unproductive and dangerous, but the workers still insisted on discussion of the proposals. The outcome of the negotiations was that the committee could not accept the plans of management.

The committee plan to organise a country-wide boycott of all companies that support the redundancies. The plans are being drawn up plans to ensure redundancy.

Next week:

**WHERE IT STANDS**
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Public sector employees are being forced to work longer hours and to accept lower pay. The struggle to create a new, democratic collective control of production is the key to the success of workers’ control.

Next week:

**I STARTED WORK at the Mather and Platt Works of the Cottons Foundation in Manchester as a cotton spinner in 1926. Although the company had a reputation for being a good employer, it was well known that the workers were not well paid and that the conditions of work were harsh.**
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**It’s quite a report!**

The workers at the Mather and Platt Works of the Cottons Foundation in Manchester made a number of demands, which were rejected by the company. The workers were aware of the struggles of workers in other industries and were prepared to support them. The company was not involved in any direct struggle against the company, the workers were aware of the struggles of workers in other industries and were prepared to support them.
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French capitalists use devaluation to boost profits

Pompidou prepares for autumn attack on workers’ wages and living standards

by IAN BIRCHALL

The government claim to have cut down on anti-social activities. What this means in reality is a cutback of services to the working-class families, and an increase in prices. The French capitalists see devaluation as an opportunity to increase their profits. Renault, Citroen and the other big car firms will not cut their export prices to fight the amount of the devaluation. The government’s anti-inflation measures include cuts in public spending and capital investment. These will not be enough to prevent a sharp rise in prices. The government is relying on devaluation to boost its export potential, but the workers are not getting enough in return.

Join the International Socialists

The difference between guerrilla war and terrorism is that guerrilla war is waged by the people themselves, while terrorism is waged by the state. The guerrillas are fighting for political goals, while the terrorists are fighting for personal interests. The guerrillas are fighting to create a new society, while the terrorists are fighting to maintain the old one.

Private contacts

The CPYF is distrustful of its members and not interested in establishing contacts with other political groups. It is a small and isolated group that does not have the resources to organize a nationwide campaign. Its activities are limited to small-scale propaganda and local cells. It is not a serious threat to the French government and can be dealt with by the police and the courts easily.”

Politics in Palestine

Official Fatah

The Popular Front, a powerful political body, has been active in the region for many years. It is a coalition of Arab and Jewish parties, which have united in order to fight for the rights of the Palestinians. The Popular Front has been instrumental in bringing about the establishment of the Palestinian Authority in 1999. It has also played a key role in the negotiations between Israel and the Palestinians, and has been instrumental in securing the release of political prisoners.

The Popular Front has been criticized by some for its close relationship with the Palestinian Authority, and for its cooperation with Israeli forces. However, it has also been praised for its role in bringing about a peaceful resolution to the conflict.

The Popular Front has been active in organizing protests and demonstrating against Israeli occupation. It has also been involved in organizing the delivery of humanitarian aid to the Palestinian people.

The Popular Front has been a vocal advocate of the rights of the Palestinians, and has called for an end to the Israeli occupation. It has also been a strong supporter of the Palestinian Authority, and has called for an end to the Israeli occupation.
DUSTMEN SPARK REBELLION OF LOWER-PAID WORKERS

by an electrician

Ballot gives EFTU right wing tight control

Bob Light

THE MAGNIFICENT SOLIDARITY of the dustmen has not lighted the way for underpaid local government manual workers. With almost all the 32 London boroughs without refuse collections, the strike was supported by layoff, attendants road sweepers, welfare drivers, school bus drivers and park attendants.

The result that began in Hackney, East London, for £2 a week minimum wage is now supported in parts of Essex, Nottinghamshire and Yorkshire. Further strike action is likely in Birmingham and the West Riding.

With no news of an agreement, one worker reported a £5 fine for apparently being at work.

The revolt of thousands of workers who earn less than £15 a week for carrying society's filthiest jobs has shaken the shakers, the Department of Employment and the manipulators' unions.

This is the breaking of the walkout at London Pride B Simpson's Children's Hospital today (Thursday) to come up with an acceptance offer after a week of strike. Failure will lead to a national strike that will make official national strike.

Unions representatives planned to picket outside of the hospital today, and they will be greeted by thousands of their united ranks. The strike will be supported by a picket line and a national strike is expected.

Department of Employment and the manipulators' unions have been accused of trying to suppress the strike by making offers to workers who refuse to go on strike.

Strikers, free arrested steward

EAST KILBRIDE: Again demonstrations beguiled a bunch of tory police to release a shop steward who had been arrested for alleged stagflation. The incident occurred last night in a shop in the West of Scotland.

The police, who were called to the scene, found a crowd of people gathering outside the shop. A man had been arrested and charged with the theft of a television set.

The police refused to comment on the incident, but a witness said that the man had been picked up in the street by a group of police officers.

The man was taken to police station and later released on bail. He was later arrested again and charged with the theft of another television set.

The incident has caused consternation among the local community, who say that the police are not doing enough to tackle crime in the area.

TUC tells strikers to join blackleg union

from page one

No panic at the top

Workers will be relieved to know that the strike has not been met by a counter-attack from the unions, who have promised to support the workers' demands.

The meeting was organized by Bridges & Brown Ltd, who have been offering a package deal for new members, including a £15-a-week increase.
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